
A  B E G I N N E R ' S  G U I D E  T O  S H P O C K

WHAT TO SELL?
Shpock is a boot sale app established in Austria. It is a combination of the words shop

and pocket. The platform has over 10 million active users who sell everything from

clothes to cars. Identify your items, their quality and demand in your area. In my

experience, household furniture/games/ electrical appliances do better than

clothes and books - for example. But it does depend on your locality. Check your

items against the categories listed on the platform and allocate your items in the

relevant places.

NAME YOUR PRICE
Check your competition on the platform.

What are other people selling the

same/similar thing for? Have the following

in your head when you are formulating

your price:

What did you pay for it?

How long ago was that?

Is the wear and tear enough to reduce

the price significantly?

What is the market value for the

same/similar product now?

Don't be afraid to slash prices to entice

customers but bear in mind that

Shpock shoppers tend to halve the

asking price.  So either stick to your

guns or be prepared to haggle on price.

TAKING PICTURES
Take advantage of natural light, perspective

and angles. Get loved ones with expertise in

this field to do it or guide you. Give your

pictures context by creating a story around

the product.  So just like the ad agencies,

model your clothes/accessories/ take

advantage of a garden scene/ a background

to show off your product. Give us some

perspective to the size of your item by 

 holding it so we can compare sizes.

https://www.shpock.com/en-gb


SELL WITH WORDS
This is as important as the pictures

because it explains the function. Use

eye catching headlines. Adjectives are a

winner. Lead with words like 'brand

new' 'limited edition' 'warranty

included' 'classic' 'reliable' 'sturdy'

'robust' 'powerful'. Name the brand.

Try not to oversell it. Just say what it

does. Tell us why we should buy it. Why

we need it and what it does. Short

sharp sentences work well. Save time

by using existing descriptions from

manfacturers/retailers - these tend to

include measurements.
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COLLECTION ONLY
If you want your customers to collect

the item, make it explicit. Capitalise the

words 'COLLECTION ONLY'.

Repeat it at the beginning and end of

the description because I can assure

you, you will get people asking you if

you deliver! 

Also be safe. If you don't feel

comfortable about people coming to

your home, locality, meet them

somewhere public and busy, and take

someone with you. 

POST IT
If you don't mind posting it, there is a

function on Shpock to add PayPal,

allowing people to pay you directly. You

must add the postage and packaging into

your price to accommodate delivery.  

But remember to be aware and mindful

of the risks of items getting lost/ broken

or people changing their minds and

wanting a refund. Are you set up to

manage that?

READY, SET, GO!
Start small with a handful of items.

Remember to post when you are in the

area/ city you want to  attract customers

and where you want them to collect from

because Shpock uses your current location

to identify where you are advertising from.

Shpock allows you to block time-wasters,

you can rate good buyers (who are punctual

in picking up their items), you also get rated

so be professional at all times. Above all,

have fun. Click here to read about my

decluttering experiences.

https://msbwrites.co.uk/2019/07/28/finding-a-good-home-for-unwanted-clutter/

